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DeLaney and Hoyer: Homiletics

HOMILETICS
The Pericopic Lectionary
Here's the scene: The Lecrionary Com- ship to the former.
To these lessons the apostolic church
mittee has finished its work of preparing
a three-year cycle of proposed readings for added readings from the New Testament.
rhe Lutheran churches in Nonh America. Justin Martyr (ll.polo&1 1:67) calls attention
The Liturgical Text Committee ar a meet- to the readings from both testaments. The
ing of the Inter-Lutheran Commission on comment seems to indicate that there was
Worship (ILCW) has recommended the no set order for the lessons - and, in fact,
readings for adoption. A LCUSA newsman these might have been l«tio tontin11a readhas seen the list and has prepared an article ings rather than what came to be known as
(which had "Lutherans may now read from pericopes. The early fourth-century 11.posthe apocrypha" in its opening sentence), tolir Cons1i1111ions (8:5) speak of four lesscheduled for release immediately upon ·sons being read in the services-rwo from
the ILCW's raking action on the lectionary. each testament-again with no indication
The members of the ILCW note that alter- as to the sequence that such readings took.
By the fourth century, however, some
nate readings from canonical Scripture
have been given in each of the eight in- traces of fixed lecrions are to be found, for
stances where deuterocanonical readings example in Chrysostom's assertion that
had been selected. Discussion follows on Genesis is ro be read during Lent. Other
the propriety of using readings from the such traces are Augustine's claim that
deuterocanonical books as lessons for certain texts are appropriate to cenain
worship. The possibility of jeopardizing seasons and that no other rexrs might be
the entire project by insisting on these subsrirured (such as rhe reading from Acts
eight readings also comes into the picture. between Easter and Pentecost), and AmFor pastoral reasons, the ILCW decides ro brose's sraremenr rhar rhe Holy Week
delere the apocryphal readings and rhen readings are to include Job and Jonah. The
approves rhe balance of the lecrionary. so-called historic pericopes (also known as
Thus a new pericopic sysrem is born.
rhe standard lessons or the Epistles and
This really is nothing new in the history Gospels of the Ancient Church) are supof Christendom. The early church had posed ro have stemmed from rhe hand of
inherited a system of regular lessons from Jerome in rhe fourth century. The source is
the synagog service. According ro J. H. presumed ro be rhe CoT11ts Hitronymi,
Henz,1 the custom of concluding the whose authorship is debated by many
reading of the Torah on sabbarhs, feasts, modern scholars. However, rhe CoTllts is
and festivals with a selection from the mentioned by name in a document dating
prophets had grown up long before the from 471.2 Internal evidence seems ro
destruction of the Second Temple. How- point toward a lare founh or early fifth
ever, he points our that we "possess no century date since the Comts contains no
historical data concerning rhe institution mention of saints canonized after Jerome's
of these lessons." These lessons are known time and ir calls Epiphany "The Theophas rhe Torah and the Haftorah, the latter any," a rerm which died our in western
usually having some similarity or relation- usage during the fifth century.
1
J. H. Hem, chief rabbi of the British
Empire, ed., Tbt P,111111,11,h 11,11/ H11ji,,,,,h (London: Oxford Univeniry Press, 1951), I, 20. Ir
should be noted, however, thar accordins to
authorities,_
many
the readinss from the Pentateuch were forbidden about 165 B. C. by Antiochus Epiphanes. The rabbis substituted related
materials from the prophets. When the Jews
lpia became free, the Pentateuch readiDBS were
restored and the rwo readiDBS continued in use

Yet further, in confirmation of the alleged
authorship and the use of the above title in
the Co111,s, it is to be noted that, while other
Fathers associate different manifestations with
this festival, S. Jerome alludes only ro that of
Christ's Godhead, the true Theophany, in
the declaration ar His baptism, "This is My
beloved Son." :a

1

Jean Mabillon, D, R, Dip/0111111, 6:482 f.

:a Herbert Mortimer Luckock, TIH Di11i11,

to the present time.
Li111rr., (London: Rivingrons, 1889), p. 100.
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The Com,s provided for three lections, one
from the Old Tesrament, one from the
Gospels, and one from the other New
Tesrament books.
During Carolingian times, this lectionary
was revised by Alcuin.4 By this time the
l«lio continna principle had been abandoned as had also the use of the Old Testament lesson. W. E. Scudamore notes that:
A Gallican Lectionary of the seventh century
is extant; but
tide
the
of change had already
set in from the direction of Rome, and half
the Old Testament Lessons are ""altogether
wantins-"" In the ninth century, Florus, a Deacon of Lyons, mentions only ""the reading of
the Apostles and of the Gospels."" A similar
change began in Lombardy, though at a later
period.1

During the Middle Ages, the lectionary
became welJ-padded with legendary material from supposed lives of the saints.
By the time of the Reformation, the lectionary was in need of repristinization.
Cardinal Quignonius effected the first
Roman reform in 1536 by deleting the
legendary sanctoral matter.8 The Council
of Trent's reform of the Roman lectionary
was finally published in 1570 in the new
MissdltaRo111 n11m and remained essentially
that church's official lectionary until the
new Ordo L«tion,m Missa, of 1969.
The Luthe ran lectionary reform in the
16th century took the form of a refurbished Com,s-Alcuin pericopic collection.
However, the origin of the various Lutheran Old Testament readings is not
always certain, nor were the Lutheran
reformers apparently concerned about
having a unifying theme among the lessons
of the day! There was, moreover, considerable indecision with respect to remaining with a pericopic system or returning to a l«tio conlinn11 among 16thcentury Lutherans."' By and large, however,
4
Francis Procter, If N,w Histo'1 of th, Boo/,
of Co••on Pra:,w, rev. and written by Walter
Howard Frere (London: Macmillan, 19'1),
p. 466.
1
W. E. Scudamore, Notiti11 E•rhllristir11 (London: Rivinarons, 1876), p. 242.
• Evan Daniel, Th, PM:,tr-800/,
:
Its Histo'1,
La11g•11g, and Cont,nts (London: W. Gardner,
Danon, and Company, 1881), p. 114.
., Edward J. Mattson, "Pericope," in Th,
B"'7'/op,di11 of th, LMthtl"ll11 Ch•rrh, ed. Julius
Bodensieck (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishiq
House, 1965), pp. 1881-82.
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the pericopic format won the day and the
lecrionary remained more or less established in the form that was inherited by
Lutheranism in North AmericL
Pastoral concern in the 19th century
caused various individuals and conferences
to try their hand at developing additional
series of pericopic systems for use in their
own regions in Northern Europe and
ScandinaviL1 In some instances these
systems endeavored to retain the theme of
the historic series-at times using parallel
readings-but many of them departed
from the themes which had traditionally
been forced upon the Co•ts-Alcuin pericopes. These Old World systems also
migrated to America and were the inspiration for more pericopic inventions in the
New World (for example, the Synodical
Conference series).
The desire for exposure of the worshiping congregation to greater amounts
of Scripture has caused many Christian
churches in the mid-20th century to give
serious consideration to formal lectionary
reform. Not the least influential in this
movement has been the work produced
by the Roman Catholics as a result of
Vatican II. The resultant three-year lectionary restores to the church the Old
Testament readings for every Sunday and
major feast. Its readings are arranged according to two principles: an approach
to a kind of /,ctio conlin1111 and a thematic
approach (this latter ruling when the
season sets forth a specific theme or stress).
It restores the ancient reading of the Acts
between Easter and Pentecost. It assigns
one of the synoptic gospels for each year,
filling in with lessons from John-yet
John is about equally represented! Year
A stresses Matthew, B Mark, and C Luke.
"The Old Testament readings in this lectionary have been chosen primarily because of their relationship to the New
Testament selections, especially the gospel reading."•
These Scriptural riches have caused
Episcopalians, Presbyterians, and Lutherans in North America to give serious
consideration to adaptation of the Ordo
• E. Theo. Delaney, "A New Lectionary for
Lutherans of America?"" in this journal, XLII
( 1971 ), 686.
• Ltttio11•'1 for M,us, trans. International
Committee for Eqlish in the Liturgy (New
York: Benzi&er, Inc., 1970), p. iv.
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for their lectionary needs rather than to
anempt independent pericopic ventures.
In most instances where the Ordo uses
selections from the deuterocanonical
books, the Episcopalians accepted them;
the Presbyterians have replaced them in
all instances. Although the Lutherans have
also replaced them in all instances with
selections from canonical books, eight
selections bad recommended themselves
as possible extra readings:
Epiphany VI-Sirach 15:14-20 for
Year A
Pentecost VJ-Wisdom 1:13-15
; 2:23-24
for Year B
Pentecost IX-Wisdom 12:13, 16-19 for
Year A
Pentecost XVII-Sirach 27:30- 28:7
for Year A
Pentecost XVIII - Wisdom 2: 12, 17-20
for Year B
Pentecost XXI-Wisdom 7:7-11 for
YearB
Pentecost XXIII-Sirach 35:12-1
4,
16-19 for Year C
Pentecost XXIV-Wisdom 11:23-12:2
for Year C

blessed-Luke 1:48!). Lessons are also
provided for commemoration of postBiblical saints under the categories of
saints, manyrs, heralds of the Kingdom,
renewers of the church, and renewers of
society. Lessons are likewise included for
three new categories of occasions: Christian unity, national holidays, and peace.
Unlike the lessons for the Sundays and
major feasts, the lesser festivals and occasions have only one set of lessons for use
in all three years.
What are 'the advantages of the new
pericopic lectionary over the one which
Lutherans in North America inherited
from the days of the Reformation? These
seem to this writer to encompass the following gains: 1) restoration of readings
from the Old Testament to the regular
Sunday worship; 2) regaining the use of
the Acts (and large portions of Revelation);
3) return to a kind of "in course reading"
of various books of the Bible; 4) tripling
the amount of Scripture regularly designated for reading in worship services; 5) enriching the worship themes also through
an expansion of the calendar of commemorations and occasions.
In order to give worship leaders a better
understanding of these gains, the ILCW
has prepared a special booklet in the Contemporary Worship series (CW-6) which
should be available from the three church
publishing houses by this fall. It is styled
somewhat along the lines of the Episcopalians' Praytr Book Studirs 19 in that each
Sunday and major festival will be assigned
a separate page which will give the name
of the day, the prayer (collect) for the day,
lists of the lessons and the psalm(s) for
the day, and notes about the color of the
day (if applicable). In addition, the booklet
will contain introductory essays for the
two lectionaries (the three-year and the
revised one-year) and for the calendar and
the prayers. Indices will include a Biblical
index for the one-year and for the threeyear lectionaries, an alphabetical index of
saints and commemorations (including
brief biographical notes regarding commemorations not contained in the hist0ric
Lutheran festivals of Biblical saints),
a topical index for the prayers, index of
the Psalms for liturgical use, and bibliographical information.

Reading these will convince one of the
wisdom of Luther's position that, although
not acceptable for use as Scripture, the
Apocrypha is useful and good for reading.
Not all readings proposed for Sundays
and feasts in the Ordo were accepted by the
Luthenn revisors for the new lectionary.
But unless good reasons could be set forth
for changing, the Ordo was considered
normative-this having been also the decision made by the Episcopalian and Presbyterian revisors for their lectionaries. In
addition to the Sundays and major festivals,
the Lutheran revisors prepared readings
for the minor festivals and for a number of
civil observances by the church.
The minor festivals have always been
considered optional among Lutherans,
their commemoration being observed or
not according to local custom. However,
the calendar has listed these festivals and
commemorations for the convenience of
worship leaders. In addition to the commemorations listed in Th, LM1htr,m
H1•1111/, the ILCW lectionary later to be
released makes provision for including
Mary the mother of our Lord on the
calendar (why should Lutherans be omitted
generations
which from
shallConcordia
call her Seminary, 1973
from
Published the
by Scholarly
Resources
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Additional Remarks on the New Lectionary
We will have our tri-cycle before Christmas. "lt"s in the bag," the Inter-Lutheran
Commission on Wonhip announces, and
they will have it hanging at that place
where you fire up your sermons in time
for your Advent preparation. Whether
you view the Commission as Jolly Old
St. Nick, or just old, will no longer alter
the fact; but whether you decide to accept
the gift and use it at the altar is one of your
fal_l decisions of more than usual moment.
Your decision is significant for the people you serve in your parish as well.
Whatever possibilities for good lie in the
use of the new lessons for each Sunday,
their release depends in most cases on
preacher's choice. There are no rubrics
here. Rubrics are the one defense the nave
has over against the chancel. The Lutheran
Church has to varying degrees accepted the
binding force of rubrics in chancel practice. But there has been no attempt made
to set up rubrics to regulate relations between the pew and the pulpit. Liturgical
custom has strongly suggested that the
historic series of lessons be employed each
Sunday for the Epistles and Gospels and
for the Old Testament lessons. Liturgical
custom has leaned definitely in the direction of urging that the Gospel for the day
be expounded in the sermon. But preachen have generally operated on the principle that "no one tells me what to preach
in my pulpit." This might well be the season
of the year to instill a spirit of unselfish
giving in the hearts of preachen-don't
keep this tri-cycle to yourself; let your
people have a ride. It really is their pulpit

too.
The burden of this introduction to the
new series is that in its use lies a tremendous opponunity for creating a new sense
of life in the body, the church; a new eagerness to grow in the Word; and a new
awareness of the significance of time in the
Church Year. The multitude of new lessons
suddenly lying about your study may seem
at first to be without form, or even void;
but as you shape them into sermons and
Sunday themes and with the Spirit give
them breath, they can increase the "living
souls" that make up the brotherhood.
Take the sense of life in the body, the
church, fint. The historic ,eries of leuons
has been read and reread in most of our
https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol44/iss1/29

churches since they were founded, and
before that, of course, in the parishes from
which the forefathers came to found them.
Where that has been understood and appreciated, it has been a tremendous force
for enabling Christians to realize that they
are part of a body larger than their own
organization. for many people and for
too many preachers, however, the fact of
the recurring lessons has been little more
than a matter of convenience-"We want
to use some lessons; why not these?" The
introduction of a new series provides the
opponuniry- necessitates an approach- to
convey an increased awareness of the fact
that we are doing 1/N ch11rrh's liturgy each
Sunday. These lessons need explanation in
the light of the inter-Lutheran nature of
their origin. But they will demand as well
the clarification of the connection with the
Roman Catholic three-year sequence (see
CTM, November 1971, and the preceding
anicle in this is5ue). They will readily
suggest connections
the to
new lectionaries
in the Episcopal, Presbyterian, and United
Church of Christ denominations. And they
will Sunday after Sunday bring about
thought on the comparable lessons that
were used for so many yean in the historic
series. If the pastor capitalizes on the possibilities of making the church come alive
as he introduces the new series, it will almost cenainly pay off' in increased interest
on the part of his parishioners.
Take the new possibility for growth in
the Word. The basis of the selection of
the new lessons is primarily the desire to
expand the exposure to the Bible. The
three-year nature of the series is primarily
the result of the fact that there are three
synoptic gospels. The lessons are deliberately chosen to include as much of the New
Testament as possible and to include supponing selections from as many books of
the Old Testament as possible. It is true
that experience warns that less than half
of the members of a given congregation
will be present to hear all the lessons all
of the Sundays. But there will be many who
will be led to a deeper study of Scripture
as a result of this widened exposure. Many
more will at least hear more Scripture
than they have previously. And the remaining members can be helped to realize
that they are missing something when they

4
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are missing.
If you have helped people remember
Another element that will aid in such that the second candle reminds us of the
growth in the Word should not be over- second coming, you will have to find a diflooked. A new sequence of proper lessons ferent mnemonic gambit. And that is but
on any Sunday provides a perfect oppor- a sample of the kind of thing that will
tunity for every clergyman to present a
happen throughout the Church Year. It
theme before the service begins. His ser- will nor be as noticeable in the "after Pentemon will dominate the direction of the cost" season - if anywhere, the revision of
thrust of the day. If he shares that direction the Year has failed us in nor making that
with his people before the service begins, season more noticeable-but it will still
they will have some hope of relating the be a fact. If the three historic lessons
other lessons to the main accent. And if and nothing much else were what made a
the pastor helps them to understand that "'Sunday after Trinity" be itself in the old
their objective ought to be to appropriate series, then a complete change in the three
the strength of these lessons for their own lessons will completely alter the accent
life's application of the theme, his summary of the day.
will be more helpful than if he simply tells
This is the opportunity, however. Now
them about the content of the lessons. His everyone will be ready to hear the angoal should be to tell them what they nouncement, to read the bulletin and parish
should be about more than what the les- paper that seeks to line up the lessons
sons are about. The result should be that and show the "'mystery"' of the day. If
every service increases growth through the pastors will include in these continuing
Word.
announcements the kind of accent that
finally, take the matter of a new aware- focuses on "the sancrifying of time," by
ness of the significance of time in the the end of the next three years parishes
Church Year. Here, more than elsewhere, will increasingly come alive by "living the
lies the weakness of the new sequence- Church Year!" The objective is to make
the Achilles heel of Sr. Nick. Since the the Word material of the Sunday determipremise for lesson selection is chiefly native of the living pattern for the followBiblical, the significance of the days and ing week. We do this as part of our
the seasons which we have learned and inheritance for the major feasts. The week
shared over the years automatically be- following Christmas is Christmas Week.
comes secondary. for a quick check, and Easter Week works the same way. We have
to supply you with an immediate help nor done as well with Pentecost Week, bur
toward getting starred, try the lessons for it does not rake much to make it successful.
the four Sundays in Advent and compare Of course, they have taken the nan_ies
the accents which result with those you away- there is more hope for making
have been accustomed to making through Quasimodogeniri Week come alive than
the historic series. Hang an Advent wreath to get much resounding significance out
in your mental room and identify the sig- of Easter II. And the best that can be done
nificance of each candle as you light it. The for the Gesimas is now to issue in print
Advent lessons in Cycle C are these:
the invitation we have been spreading by
Advent I Jer. 33:14-16
word of mouth that the historic lessons
1 Thess. 3:9-13
and traditional propers of Septua&esima,
Luke 21:25-36 or
Sexagesima, and Quinqua&esima will be
Luke 19:28-40
utilized next spring in a small cave in the
Ozarks.
Advent II Mal. 3:1-4
Ir will be important, if the values of the
Phil. 1:3-11
Church
Year are nor to erode, that some
Luke 3:1-6
of the many customs that help to make the
Advent III Zeph. 3:14-18a (... day of church time memorable and impressive
festival)
be preserved and strengthened. Where
Phil. 4:4-7
such observances have been an important
Luke 3:7-18
pan of the life of a parish, they should
Advent IV Micah 5:2-4
be adapted to the variations the new
Heb. 10:5-10
leuons and calendar will bring. But for
Luke Resources
1:39-45 (46-55)
those parishes
Published by Scholarly
from Concordia Seminary,
1973 in which little has been 5
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done to utilize the involving and integrating powers of Church Year customs,
the introduction of a new series provides
good opportunity to suggest new ceremonies. And proper ceremonies will
contribute new insights to those who learn
to celebrate God's involvement in time
and life on our earth.
A final word about the resources that
will become available to assist you in the
introduction of the new lecrionary. For
those of you who receive the red pocket
memorandum and dare book from Concordia Publishing House, there will be
included a listing of the new ILCW lessons of Cycle C together with more familiar
series. This third series will be the sequence
to be employed beginning with Advent
of 1973 in order to integrate the Lutheran
congregations with the Roman practice
which has been going on for some years.
The calendar will also reflect the new
arrangements of the Church Year. For
those readers whose names do nor. appear
on CPH"s Christmas list, the commissions
on worship of the Lutheran denominations
can supply a list of the complete sequence
at a nominal charge. As evidence of our
conviction that this is an important potential in parish life, and as a way to discover how many of you are using the
homiletic helps we print, this journal will
send a list of Cycle C to anyone sending
in a request with a self-addressed stamped
envelope. As has been noted in the article
preceding this, the ILCW has available for
purchase by summer"s end C0111,111porary
Worship 6, which will include not only the
lessons but the proper psalmody for the
Sundays which the commission is proposing as well as the Collects in new
translation and helpful indices.
The Ashby Calendar in its various versions (The Ashby Co., Erie, Pa.) will supply
specific liturgical data along with the basic
new information. These calendars surpass
most of those supplied by the local
mortuary if your objective is to involve the
parishioners in the life of the church.
The Board of Publication of the Lutheran
Church in America (P.ortress Press, 2900
Queen Lane, Philadelphia, Pa. 19129)
has announced a number of helps. The
new lecrionary series, leaflets containing
the RSV text of the three appointed lessons plus the text of the appointed psalms
printed out for antiphonal or responsive
https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol44/iss1/29
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reading and the text of the newly prepared
collects can be ordered in multiples of
fifty. Tht Lmons: Strits C is the title of
a new single volume for pastor and congregation that will include the new lessons
in a heavy paper cover. Ctlt/Jralt, which
will be based on the new lectionary and
will include a new text for the Confession
of Sins and the Prayer of the Church together with a brief statement on the day
and its significance, and the psalm and
a collect, is available in multiples of fifty.
A weekly church bulletin related to the
new series is also available. In addition,
Fortress will have available the first of the
new paperback series titled Procla111alion,
Aids for
tht LtSS01'.S of tht
Ch11rch Ytar. The Advent-Christmas cycle,
the Epiphany cycle, Lent and Holy Week
will follow one after the other together
with individual booklets on the rest of the
year. This series includes exegetical and
homiletical treatment of the lessons for
each Sunday. A total of 24 books is planned
over the next thTee years. The price is
listed as $ 1.95.
Augsburg Publishing House announces
A11gs/J11rg Stnnons, sixty sermons on the
Gospel texts from series C. Preachers
from the ALC, LCMS, and LCA are included (available August 6 at $7.95). The
house will also issue a 104-page paperback
titled Tht Lmons, which will include the
text of the three lessons for each Sunday
in RSV. A 16-page booklet titled Ltctionary Tht111ts will supply thematic introductions to the series C Gospels to assist
the preacher in sermon preparation. The
II.CW Ltctionary will include the complete
three-year lectionary with rationale,
prayers of the day and season, new psalmody, Scripture index to the lectionary, and
a color calendar.
Concordia indicates that the Con,owlia
P11/pi1 for 1976 will use the Gospels for
series B. An Ann11al of Dtl!Olions for laymen is scheduled for September 1974, and
will work with the new lessons as the
source for daily devotional material.
In a previous issue the Fides Press publication G11id. for tht Christian Assm/J/1
has been mentioned. It is a nine-volume
revised version of the previous series of
the same name now set up to cover all
three cycles of the Roman lectionary. It
develops the liturgical exegesis, doctrinal
exP,OSition, and pastoral application for
6
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each set of lessons. Since the Roman
sequence is the pattern which the new
lectionary
ILCW
follows, many of rhe
Sunday rrearmenrs will be useful for
Lutheran clergy. (fides Publishen, Inc.,
Boz f, Deparrment R, Notre Dame, Ind.
46556)
CTM proposes to deal with the individual Sundays of the C cycle during the

coming year. The focus of these studies
will be on analyzing the theme for rhe
Sunday that develops out of me new
combination of three lessons. Homiledcal
suggestions will be supplied in our traditional helpful fashion. We will value your
contemporary helpful comments.
George W. Hoyer
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